T H E C HA RT E R E R S

LIABILITY SPECI AL IS T S

Your exclusive insurance for

Charterers Liability and Defence (FDD)

Charterama, with offices in Rotterdam and
Hong Kong, is a specialist underwriter focussed
exclusively on Charterers’ Liability insurance and
Defence (FDD) and related business. We offer a full
range comprehensive Charterers’ P&I cover, able

Charterama, entered into a partnership with leading marine insurer RSA, to market
and distribute Charterers’ Liability cover on a global basis. This partnership
means charterers will benefit from the unique combination of Charterama’s deep
technical knowledge and RSA’s financial robustness.

VISION
To be the leading, solid and reliable market, known for its commercial approach,
comprehensive terms and excellent claims service for Charterers Liability.

Charterama is able to offer a limit
of liability of up to US$ 350 million.

MISSION
To be the top quality insurer for Charterers’ Liability Insurance by offering:

to respond worldwide with an extensive global
network of correspondents. We have a dedicated
team of specialists who have proven track record
and a long standing experience and reputation
in Charterers’ Liability. Charterama is committed

Vision & Mission

ROTTERDAM

HONG KONG

Bespoke and independent solutions;
Specialist knowledge and extensive industry experience;

exclusively to the charterers’ market and offers a

Knowledgeable staff with proven track records;

dedicated alternative to the P&I market.

Unquestionable, long-term financial security.

The Charterers Liablity Specialists

Our Proposition
Comprehensive cover tailored for Charterers;
Specialist industry experience and proven track record of
the underwriting and claims staff;
Charterama understands the clients business, exposures and needs;
Charterama is able to differentiate in solutions to achieve optimum
client satisfaction;
Immediate response;
Charterers’ Liability is our exclusive business and the only focus,
there is no conflict of interest;

Rotterdam

Charterama is a fully independent provider for Charterers’ Liability.
Veerkade 2
3016 DE, Rotterdam
The Netherlands

Our Products

P

0031 10 741 0 741

CLASS A
Charterers’ Liability including Damage to Hull, Cargo Liability and P&I
CLASS B
Cargo Owners’ Legal Liability protects the assured in their capacity as cargo owners
CLASS C
FDD (Defence)
OTHER
Covers like SOL, TTL, Bunkers, War, Freight, Detention

For more information about our products, visit

www.charterama.com

Hong Kong
Room 203, Fu Fai Commercial Centre,
27 Hillier Street, Sheung Wan,
Hong Kong
P

00852 3611 9763
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charterama@charterama.com

www.charterama.com

